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The way organisations digitally identify their customers and users is broken, but a British start-up has

revealed a way of tackling the problem head-on or rather face-on with a selfie. 



ShowUp is taking an entirely new and independent approach to online digital identification. It removes

the need for the complex mix of pins, passwords and silos of memorable information that supposedly

protect consumers across banking, social media and other secure interactions where despite these

burdensome login processes, identity fraud still takes place.



Recent stories have revealed how ineffective and broken identity practices have become. There has been a

53 per cent

(http://www.actionfraud.police.uk/news/financial-fraud-incidents-up-53-per-cent-in-first-half-of-2016-sept16)

increase in incidents of financial fraud; while social media sites such as Facebook are used as a

‘hunting ground’ (http://www.mirror.co.uk/tech/facebook-used-hunting-ground-hackers-8353855) for

hackers. Even Mark Zuckerberg

(http://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/zuckerberg-s-social-media-accounts-hacked-password-revealed-dadada-n586286)

himself had his social media accounts taken over after hackers gained access to his password.  



The consequences of an impostor gaining access to a person’s personal information are endless and can

take months to be corrected. Therefore ShowUp has created a mobile app to put a stop to identity fraud,

by using people to detect impostors.



It works by firstly taking a selfie on the ShowUp app. A friend or family member proves the image of the

person is correct, which is then securely stored on file as the reference photo. Then, when a person logs

into their online account, they take another ShowUp selfie while reading out a randomly generated phrase

displayed on the screen. This is to ensure the selfie is unique to that moment, and that the camera is

pointing at a live person and not at a photo. 



Using crowdsourcing, other ShowUp users are asked to judge whether the new selfie matches the one stored

on file. If they agree that it does, access to the account is granted. However, if it’s an impostor, a

mismatch is detected and they are caught in the act. 



ShowUp video (https://youtu.be/1wX2JEqVk7U)



Jeremy Newman, founder and executive director at ShowUp explains, “ShowUp exploits the fact that for

the first time nearly everyone has a camera connected to the internet. We work on the principle that

organisations don’t know people, people know people. Therefore instead of relying on passwords or any

other data to verify identity, we can now draw upon the natural ability of people to recognise one

another.



“With mobiles, ShowUp and social collaboration, ordinary people become the source of true identity,

rather than being the victims of outdated and flawed practices forced upon them by organisations.”
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ShowUp is attracting investment from senior executives in key industries who are helping the company

build and scale this new technology to the whole population. For more information, please visit the

ShowUp website: http://showup.global.



Ends



About ShowUp

ShowUp is a British technology start-up that is tackling the issue of identity fraud head on. Using

technology developed in-house, the mobile app to puts a stop to identity fraud by using people to detect

impostors. Instead of asking customers to enter passwords, ShowUp detects when someone isn’t who they

claim to be.



The ShowUp network helps organisations know with absolute certainty when they are dealing with an

impostor. Consumers choose their friends and family with the ShowUp app who are able to identify them by

sight and name. A network is created from those who can confirm whether the consumer looks like the

person they know. Thereafter, instead of using passwords with their attendant risks, the consumer

completes transactions with a simple selfie which is instantly verified by the angel community. For

further information visit: www.showup.global.
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